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Since 1946, Brown Industries has helped companies move cargo from location to location by manufacturing quality-built van bodies, 
curtainsides, and flatbeds.  More recently, Brown has grown their portfolio of customized vehicle solutions to include trolleys and rail vehicles.  
Headquartered in Lawrence, KS, Brown Industries is part of B12 Transportation Group of Kansas City, MO.  To learn more, visit www.bcvi.com.

HY-RAIL
MAINTENANCE VEHICLES
CORPORATE CAPABILITIES

Custom Rail Truck

If you can dream it, Brown Rail can design and build it.  

Brown Rail is a leading manufacturer of customized rail trucks.  We 
build highly customized rail trucks in less time than most.  From 
welding to rail testing applications, built on a heavy or medium 
duty chassis, if you can dream it, Brown Rail can build it.  

Turn your next customized rail truck into reality in less time with 
Brown Rail.

Custom Rail Truck Inspector TruckMedium Duty Section Truck

Car Mover

Car Mover

Brown’s newest rail vehicle combines the benefits of a Car Mover with those of a Grapple Truck. This new 
“hybrid” Car Mover generates 20,000+ lbs tractive effort with ease. 

Versatility
The Brown Car Mover is one of the most versatile rail trucks allowing you to move rail cars one day, then 
conduct track maintenance the next. This versatility creates superior value allowing your fleet to do more work 
with less vehicles. 

Outrigger 
Unlike competitive solutions that 
require outriggers to be fully deployed, 
Brown outriggers can be deployed 
independently from each other 
to avoid obstalces and 
adapt to the terrain.



Supervisor Vehicle

Brown Rail is an upfitter of rail gear for several different 
OEMs including the Toyota 4Runner.

Medium Duty Section Truck

Make life on the rails easier and more 
productive with Brown Rail.

Brown outriggers are deployed 
independently providing greater flexibility 
for obstacles and grades.

Did you know that Brown 
installs all relays, 
fuses,circuit breakers 
and solenoids in one 
location? Also, there is 
only one ground for easier 
troubleshooting.

Brown Rail makes rail 
maintenance easier and 
more productive.

Grapple Truck

Make life on the rails easier and more 
productive with Brown Rail.

Brown Grapple Trucks are available 
with standard A-frame stabilizers, 
or the unique, independent out and 
down stabilizers that provide 
greater setup flexibility 
for obstacles and 
grades. 
  
Did you know that 
Brown installs 
all relays, fuses, 
circuit breakers 
and solenoids 
in one location?  
Also, there is only 
one ground for easier 
troubleshooting.

HD Inspector Truck

What does the “HD„ in “HD Track Inspector„ stand 
for? Heavy Duty.

Brown engineers build the body of each HD Track 
Inspector over a larger chassis to stand up to 
the most extreme environments.

Throw in optional Oxygen/
Acetylene equipment and hose 
reels, custom-built side tool 
boxes, and you’ve got 
the most reliable truck on 
wheels, rubber, and steel.

Inspector Truck

The Track Inspector makes riding down the 
rails in a Ford or Chevrolet pickup truck 

simple.

Learn more about how Brown can upfit 
your fleet of commercial pickup trucks 

with Hy-Rail gear that meet FRA 
regulations. 


